
CLARIFY AND CLEAR ANY ATTACHMENTS TO 
EARNING MUCH MORE MONEY 

 
Tap through the points, using the following phrases or your own:  

I really need this money! *** I need it because then I’ll finally have arrived 

*** I’ll finally feel validated *** That I am good enough *** I’ll finally feel seen 

for my brilliance! *** It will mean something really important beyond the 

money *** I need it so I can be a winner *** Someone who has made it. *** 

To finally prove to everyone *** Even myself *** That I can do it *** That I 

am good enough *** That I matter *** When I earn that much money *** I 

will finally feel safe, secure, at peace *** I can finally be free to do what I 

like and have what I like.*** I’ll finally be free to be me *** To feel powerful 

as me *** To care less about what anyone one else thinks *** When I earn 

that much money *** I’ll finally prove them all wrong *** Distinguished 

myself as special *** Done it my way *** And proved that I am different. 

Good enough *** Smart enough *** Strong enough *** I’ll finally be the 

person who deserves the reward *** I really need that money for so many 

reasons  *** And I’m not letting this go! *** This is my attachment to money 

*** My secret agenda and I’m keeping it! 

 

SHIFT INTO THE UPSIDE 

Tap through the points, using the following phrases or your own:  

Wow, I’ve attached a pretty powerful hidden agenda to my goal *** I’ve 

probably attached this same agenda *** To all sorts of goals in the past *** 

It’s really hard to let go of this attachment * ** This need to earn money to 

finally feel and be something *** Safe *** Free *** Validated.***  That’s so 

important to me *** These are things I’ve wanted *** And needed for a 

lifetime ! *** I’ve been so sure this is the correct way to see my goal and 

more money *** But I’m open to the idea that I can start meeting these 

needs more directly *** Now that I am seeing them so honestly *** Seeing 

them so clearly *** As I do that, I release and free my actual income goal to 

be fun, exciting, and full of possibility. *** I am open to freeing my income 



goal *** To represent the things it should represent *** The truth is, growing 

my income by this huge amount *** Means I’ll be giving my gift to many 

more people *** Giving my gift in a much bigger way *** I love giving my gift 

*** I love watching people benefit from my unique talents/ product/ service 

*** I love when they’re happy *** Want it and really do benefit. *** There are 

so many more people *** Who could benefit from the unique gifts I have *** 

The unique way that I do it *** I am now open to earning so much money 

*** Through the joy of being totally me *** Giving what I love to give in a 

much bigger way *** For the highest good of me *** And so many more 

people. 

 


